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Comment 
CPRE North Yorkshire (CPRENY) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the restoration and 5-year 
aftercare scheme submitted on behalf of D L Walker Limited in line with the planning condition attached to 
the original planning permission to use the former quarry as a recycling facility for the treatment of waste 
wood materials. As the site was not used as a recycling facility the applicant has correctly submitted a 
restoration scheme as directed. 
 
CPRENY does not object to the proposals for landscaping at the site but would seek clarification as to the 
retention of the site office, hardstanding and access road for potential community use. Is it intended to open 
the site to the public and use this as a nature viewing hide or similar? Without a specific end use it is unclear 
as to why this should be left or the hardstanding access road. CPRENY consider that these elements should be 
removed and the site, in full, be landscaped and restored.  
 
Furthermore, it is also apparent that the site is located within Floodzone 2 and 3 in which case the applicant is 
required to provide a Flood Risk Assessment in support of the application to ensure that the proposals do not 
cause flooding elsewhere, especially given the close proximity of the Grade I Listed Kiplin Hall and estate. The 
hall and surrounding gardens are designated listed assets of national significance; therefore, the site is located 
within a sensitive area of landscape and cultural importance. 
 
CPRENY consider that further information should be submitted to the Minerals and Waste Planning Authority 
with regard to these issues prior to the determination of the application. 
 
CPRENY reserves the right to comment on additional information should it be submitted in support of the 
proposals. 
 
 


